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ANXIETY IN PREGNANCY
A cognitive behavioural therapy self-help guide

Pregnancy is a time of extraordinary change within
the body and the mind. Whether it is planned or not
each experience of pregnancy is unique.
Due to the rapid hormonal changes our emotional
health can be severely affected. Carrying a baby
puts the mother into a heightened state of survival
which means that the brain is more readily reactive
to potential threat. This causes the fight, flight or
freeze response. If triggered frequently this will
lead to symptoms of anxiety. Worrying excessively
makes us more likely to focus on potential threat
which increases anxiety.

Every pregnancy is unique

This guide provides information on the cognitive
behavioural approach to managing anxiety during
pregnancy.

If you like certainty and feeling
completely in control, then
pregnancy can be very
challenging as it is a time of
uncertainty
Worry is normal especially when you are pregnant.
You have a heightened sense of responsibility. This
can feel overwhelming and unsettling which can
make us feel out of control. In order to regain a
sense of control we might do things to make us feel
safer like seeking excessive reassurance, or avoid
things that add to our distress such as not going
out in case something 'bad' happens. Cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT) can help to make sense
of the cycle of distress and how we can break it.
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INTRODUCING THE CBT MODEL
Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is a psychological therapy that recognises a
connection between our thoughts, feelings and behaviours in different situations. It aims
to make sense of what is keeping a difficult emotion going such as anxiety, sadness,
anger or guilt. This maintenance of distressing feelings is understood in terms of a
vicious cycle. The diagram below describes this in more detail with an example.

CBT can be practiced on a self-help basis or in
sessions with a trained professional,
depending on individual need.

Example
CBT VICIOUS

Waiting for a video
call from your
boss

CYCLE
EXPLANATION OF WHAT IS
MAINTAINING A DIFFICULT
OR DISTRESSING EMOTION

Cycle Diagrams show how specific
elements are related to one another,
forming a repeating pattern. This
diagram can be used to understand
how our thoughts, feelings and
behaviour contribute to our distress.
In this example, the fear of negative
judgement led to cancelling the
meeting. Avoidance will reduce the
anxiety temporarily, but prevents
discovery of what would actually
happen in the meeting. This
maintains the fear and makes the
pattern more likely to recur next time
there is a similar trigger.
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SITUATION
OR TRIGGER

THOUGHTS
I won't know what
to say. He will
think I look stupid.
I might lose my
job.

PHYSICAL
SENSATIONS

EMOTIONS/
DISTRESS

heart racing, feel
sick, shaking,
tension

Anxiety
Sadness

BEHAVIOUR/
RESPONSE
Make an excuse to
cancel meeting
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Vicious cycles can be represented in a simpler 3 areas model. This shows
the 'feelings' as a combination of physical sensations and emotions.
An example is given below.

Situation/trigger: noticing a new pain

Thoughts
I did too much today.
What if something is wrong
with the baby?
It will be my fault

Behaviour
Seek reassurance
Checking body (monitoring)
'Google' for information
Avoid going out

Feelings
Pain
Muscular tension
Heart racing

Anxiety

Anxiety is the emotion
associated with fear

In this cycle a pain is the trigger to anxiety which is experienced physically with
increased heart rate and tension. The thoughts are worry about the baby and a sense
of responsibility. This is an interpretation of the physical sensations not a fact. The
brain will go on threat alert and your fight/flight/freeze response will kick in. In this
example the response was a mixture of safety behaviours and avoidance to try to
minimise the potential of the perceived threat.

A blank cycle diagram is available at the end of this guide
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WHAT IS ANXIETY?
Anxiety is the emotion associated with fear. It occurs when our brain
senses threat which puts us into a heightened state of arousal to
deal with that threat. When on threat-alert adrenaline is produced
which primes us to deal with the threat by either fighting it (FIGHT
response), escaping from it (FLIGHT response) or staying very still
referred to as 'playing dead' until the threat passes (FREEZE
response).
Sometimes the threat isn't real (physically present) it is perceived
(what we are thinking or worrying about). Worrying excessively about
things that haven't haven't and may never happen keeps us in the
fight/flight/freeze mode, often leading to a prolonged freeze state,
where you feel physically and emotionally stuck. The adrenaline will
die off more slowly in the freeze mode and leave you exhausted.
Over time we come to believe that we can't cope with things that
trigger anxiety so will avoid them. This means that we do not learn
that we CAN cope (even if the 'bad' thing does happen).

COMMON SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY
Headaches
Shallow or
quick breathing
Tight chest
knot in stomach
Need for toilet
Skakey
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Tension
Hot
choking sensation
Racing heart
Butterflies
clammy hands
Jelly legs
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TYPES OF ANXIETY
Anxiety is normal and is designed to keep us safe. When it becomes
more persistent or is triggered frequently and is having a negative
impact on your life then you may have a specific anxiety condition.
Below are some of the common types of anxiety.
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If you believe you may have a specific anxiety condition then speak
to your midwife, doctor or contact your local Increasing Access to
Psychological Therapies (IAPT) service where you can receive CBT
from a trained practitioner.
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VULNERABILITY TO ANXIETY
Anxiety can affect anyone. However, some people will be more likely to experience
anxiety during pregnancy based on a few factors:
History of anxiety in the past
Untreated anxiety
Beliefs about yourself as being 'weak' or 'vulnerable' (if you think it you will
believe it and this will affect your behaviour)
If you normally try and avoid emotions
Previous traumatic pregnancies or childbirth experiences

If you think you are fragile and
always protect yourself, then this
belief will become reinforced and
will feel like a fact. By avoiding
things you fear you never learn
that you can cope.

Onset & development of our beliefs
Our early experiences influence how we view ourselves, others and the world. It is
not the events themselves, it is how we interpret them or the conclusions we
draw. For example, two siblings may grow up being treated similarly but they will
develop their own beliefs. If parents have high expectations one child may see this
as positive - "I am capable" - whereas the other child may view themselves as
unable to meet the expectation and develop the belief "I am not good enough". If
things happen that support the belief, such as failing an exam, then the belief will
become reinforced and will feel like a fact.

Common negative beliefs that make us vulnerable to anxiety

I am...
weak

vulnera
ble

not good
enough

Others are...
untrustworthy
judgment
al
ble
unrelia

World is...
unpredictable
uncertain

rous

dange

The good news is that BELIEFS ARE NOT FACTS!
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GENERALISED ANXIETY
Pregnancy can lead to strong emotional reactions often heightened by
excessive thinking about threat-focused and negative events either that have
happened or have not happened yet (and may never happen). This puts our
minds on red-alert and produces the symptoms of anxiety. Rumination is when
we get stuck thinking about the past or negative thoughts about ourselves. It
makes us focus internally on the thoughts and makes it hard to concentrate
on things around us in the present moment.

Worry
Overthinking
about the past

Rumination
Ang

er

Fear

Overthinking
about the
future

G u ilt

Sadness

Grounding techniques are designed to bring your attention back
to the present moment quickly, especially when you are feeling
strong emotions. The 5-4-3-2-1 is simple and effective by
switching on your senses more fully so you notice what is going
on around you.

You can extend on this grounding
technique by going for a walk and
using your senses more fully.
Notice all the things you can see,
hear and smell on your walk.
Touch leaves or run your hand
along a wall as you walk and pay
attention to all these sensations.
You can apply this to ANY activity
such as cleaning your teeth or
making a hot drink.

For more grounding techniques:
https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheet
s/grounding-techniques.pdf
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An example of a vicious cycle for generalised (worry-based) anxiety

Situation/trigger: hearing about a
friend who had a difficult birth

Brain
THREAT
alert

Thoughts
Safety & avoidance
behaviours keep the
sense of threat high

What if that happens to me?
My midwife might not be as
experienced, then my baby
might not survive, then
I won't be able to cope

These are hypothetical
worries that haven't
happened and probably
won't happen

Behaviour

Feelings

Seek reassurance
'Google' for information
Try not to think about it
(thought suppression)

Muscular tension
Heart racing
butterflies
tight chest
Anxiety

The symptoms of anxiety
make the worry feel more
real and likely to happen

Trying to control your thoughts doesn't work
Often we want to stop thinking all together and try to distract
ourselves. This may give temporary relief but the thoughts will
come back bigger and bolder. This is because trying to fight
thoughts makes them stronger. They rebound. For example, if you
try pushing a beach ball (the thought) under water you can only
do this for a short time before the ball springs up and splashes
you in the face. We want to acknowledge the thought and either
challenge it or wait for it to move away like all thoughts eventually
do. Bringing attention back to the present moment by using a
grounding technique will help with this.
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Suppressing thoughts makes
them stronger
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Tolerating uncertainty
Being pregnant leads to increased uncertainty. Some people will
find this harder to tolerate than others. Uncertainty leads to a
need for more certainty to regain a sense of being in control.
Seeking certainty leads to several control or ‘safety’ behaviours
and/or avoidance behaviours. Some common safety and
avoidance behaviours are listed below.

Safety Behaviours
Things I do MORE of when I feel uncertain

Avoidance Behaviours
Things I do LESS of when I feel uncertain

A need for lots of information

Procrastination

Checking and re-checking

Not going out (behavioural

Not delegating (doing everything

avoidance)

yourself)

Mental avoidance (thought

Excessive 'to do' lists

suppression)

Arriving early for things

Commitments - avoiding or

Reassurance seeking

remaining in jobs or relationships

Doubting decisions already made

Making excuses rather than

Over-protective to others

making decisions (especially when

Over preparing

put on the spot)

Rather than seeking more certainty (by trying
to control situations or prevent harmful
outcomes) it is more helpful to tolerate
uncertainty –recognising that we cannot
control everything. So try to drop safety
behaviours and see what happens. Use the
template opposite, and use handout below
for more details on tolerating uncertainty:
https://www.anxietycanada.com/sites/d
efault/files/ToleratingUncertainty.pdf
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1. My chosen behaviour

ent
Experim fety
ing sa
dropp
iours
behav

2. During the experiment
how did I feel?
3. During the experiment
what did I think?
4. Now it is over what do
I think & feel now?
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MINDFULNESS
What is mindfulness?
Mindfulness helps us to focus on our present moment experience, paying attention to
what is going on around us outside our heads rather than focusing on internal worries
and negative thoughts. We are not trying to avoid thinking about problems or physical
symptoms, but recognising that we can choose to direct our attention on something
more pleasurable that we value.

The principles of mindfulness date back centuries in the Eastern World, including
meditation often associated with Buddhism. More recently Jon Kabat-Zinn’s
definition is one of the most highly quoted: ‘paying attention in a particular way: on
purpose, in the present moment, and non-judgmentally’ (1994, p. 4). It has long
been recognised that worry and rumination focuses our attention away from the
present moment, and prolongs the unpleasant feelings associated with unhappiness,
fear, anger, and other distressing emotions. Pain and physical discomfort cause our
attention to focus more on bodily sensations, which we then ‘react’ to by thinking and
behaving in ways intended to reduce the pain. This creates a cycle of worry and
rumination which increases the emotional distress.

Kabat-Zinn, Jon. (1994) Wherever You Go, There You Are: Mindfulness Meditation in Everyday Life. New York: Hyperion..
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Mindful meditation
Meditation is a tool used in mindfulness. We sometimes
have misconceptions about meditation, believing we have
to clear our minds like a 'blank slate'. This is not the aim of
mindful meditation. We are trying to increase our presentfocused experience noticing things, sensations and even
thoughts, but learning that we can choose to move gently
away from them. Try the meditations below.
Download MindShift App
and go to CHILL ZONE for
some brief meditations

Eye of the hurricane:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPFayxlm_ms

https://www.anxietycanada.com
/resources/mindshift-cbt/

Leaves on a stream:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1C8hwj5LXw

Other mindful activities
Any activity that focuses your attention on the present moment. Examples include art
and crafts, puzzles and word searches, technical tasks and purely enjoyable activities
that you can become engrossed in. This may be catching up with friends or listening to
your favourite music.

Some downloadable activities are
available at the end of this guide
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WORRY MANAGEMENT
Worry is a normal thinking process. It takes our attention into the future and we
question or imagine what might happen. If we think of worry as being on a continuum
there is a 'normal' range where we move up and down depending on what is
happening in our lives. When we worry excessively it leads to symptoms of anxiety
including muscular tension, unpleasant sensations in our stomach such as butterflies
or churning and headaches. This is particularly disturbing when you are pregnant.

Worry continuum
0%

100%

normal worry

excessive worry

Worry awareness
When we worry it is often about things we aren't sure about
and want answers to. They normally start with a 'what if...?'
and can lead to a worst case scenario very quickly. At this
point our thinking becomes very threat focused which fuels
our anxiety. Not all worries will have answers as they can be
hypothetical (may never happen). However, some worries are
about problems that do require our attention such as tasks we
have been avoiding. Recognising the difference between these
two types of worry is helpful to identify what requires action
and what does not.

Monitoring worries
Keeping a worry diary is a useful activity. It helps you to
get the worries out of your head and onto paper which
can help to diffuse them. It also allows you to identify if
they are problems or hypothetical worries (what ifs...?).
Use the worry diary at the back of this guide
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Worry Tree
The worry tree is a simple and effective formula for recognising and managing
excessive worry

Notice the worry
Is the worry about a problem
or is it hypothetical (what if...?)
might
never
happen

Problem

Hypothetical

Take action

Let the worry go

Let the worry go

Worry Time Technique
The idea with WORRY TIME is to provide a designated time when you allow yourself to think about
all the worries that have popped into your head throughout the day. It is not designed to STOP
worry but to REDUCE the time we spend thinking about things that are beyond our control.

Step

Step

Set up your
worry time
Where? When?
How long?

Postpone your
worries at all times
other than your worry
time. Write them
down and review at
worry time
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Step

At worry time
use the worry
tree to see if
action is needed
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Problem solving
For worries that are actual problems then applying simple
problem solving strategies will allow you to take action and let
that particular worry go.

1. identify the problem
2. generate multiple potential solutions
3. weigh up the pros and cons of each
4. choose one and test it
5. review - if problem not solved try another solution
Download worksheet here: https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/problem-solving.pdf

When the worry is hypothetical then bringing
your attention back to the present moment will
reduce worry and help you relax

Progressive muscle relaxation
Progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) is an
exercise to reduce stress and tension in
your body. By tensing then relaxing each
muscle group in your body you will feel an
immediate sense of relaxation. It needs to
be practiced regularly as it can significantly
reduce anxiety on a daily basis. There is
good research evidence for its effectiveness
in a number of conditions including cancer,
insomnia and Generalised Anxiety Disorder
(GAD). It is safe to practice when pregnant
and has many benefits for mother and baby.
See the PMR script at the end of this guide
for more information on how to do it.
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Muscular tension is one of the
most common symptoms of
generalised anxiety
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TRAUMA RELATED ANXIETY
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a clinical diagnosis that requires certain
symptoms over a prolonged period. The main one is flashbacks that are re-experiences
of the traumatic event as if it is happening again in the here-and-now. Flashbacks can
be triggered by any reminders of the event such as a smell or item of clothing.

Situation/trigger:
returning to maternity department
after a previous miscarriage

Thoughts
Memory of
miscarriage
what if I lose this
baby?

Behaviour

Feelings

Seek reassurance
constant
checking
ask for extra
scans

Heart racing
feel sick
Anxiety
sadness

Even if you do not meet the diagnostic criteria for PTSD you
may have been severely affected by a traumatic experience
relating to pregnancy and childbirth. Trauma related anxiety
is very intense and makes your brain hyper vigilant (on redalert) and this causes emotional distress. One of the things
that makes trauma complicated is that people naturally
want to forget about it so try and avoid thinking or talking
about it. This actually makes it remain as it doesn't become
fully processed like other memories. Talking about the event
in a safe and controlled environment can help to process it
and give you control over it, rather than it controlling you.
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Talking about it or
writing it down can
help to process the
traumatic memory
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PANIC ATTACKS

Panic attacks occur when there is a sudden
dramatic rise in anxiety. The brain goes into
threat mode and your body is primed for
survival - fight, flight, freeze response. A
panic attack occurs when we overestimate
the level of threat. This is normally due to
misinterpreting the bodily sensations as a
sign of imminent danger - "my heart is
racing, therefore I am going to have a heart
attack and die".

Situation/trigger: in a shop and
heart suddenly starts racing

Thoughts
I'm having a heart
attack.
I'm going to die.
The baby will be
suffering too

Behaviour

Feelings

Called for help
sat down
slower breathing
went home

palpitations
heart racing
tight chest

Anxiety

After a panic attack you are more likely to avoid the activity or place where it happened. This
avoidance creates a conditioned response to the feared activity - the more you avoid it the
more threatening it feels. By repeatedly returning to the feared situation without using any
safety behaviours we can break the cycle and learn that we can cope. This approach is called
exposure. You can read more about it here:
https://talkchanges.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Exposure-Habituation.pdf
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INTRUSIVE THOUGHTS
Everyone gets intrusive thoughts. They pop into your head without invitation. Most
people can shake them off as something odd or strange then are able to let them go and
no longer think about them. People with an obsessive type of thinking style are more
likely to hold onto the thoughts and try and make sense of them. This gives rise to
excessive worry and rumination asking yourself 'why did I think that?' and 'what does this
say about me for having such an awful thought?' The person will often conclude that they
must be a bad person for having the thought or it must mean that the thought is going to
come true. This repetitive looping thoughts is called obsessive rumination. You literally
get stuck and the more it persists the more distressed you feel.

Situation/trigger: thought of shaking a baby
pops into my head

co m m

o n in t
r u s iv
e
tho u g
hts

https:/
/www.o
conten
ctc.co.u
t/uploa
k/wpds/202
nlinea
0/05/o
ppend
cdo
icesap
ril20th
.pdf

Thoughts
. What if I actually do
it? Why am I thinking
this? I must be a bad
person

Behaviour

Feelings

Tried to think about
something else
(distraction)
Seek reassurance

palpitations
heart racing
Anxiety

Intrusive thoughts
are more common
if you have OCD. If
concerned seek help

Allow thoughts to come and go without fighting them
Thoughts are NOT facts.
Intrusive thoughts are just like any other thoughts.
Just because you think it, it doesn't mean it is going to happen.
Try not to give the thought too much attention. Focus back on the
present moment using mindfulness
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PHOBIAS
A phobia is an intense fear of an object or activity. It is often viewed as an irrational fear
but normally there is an identifiable incident that triggered the phobia. A phobia occurs
when fear becomes associated with the object or activity. So if you nearly fell off the
top of a tall ladder and experienced intense anxiety (fear), you might develop a phobia of
heights. The object or situation has become conditioned with the anxious response.
One of the most common phobias to affect people in medical settings is fear of blood
and needles. This is called blood injury and injection phobia and it is extremely
distressing. This is a severe form of fear and is the only one to cause a lowering of the
blood pressure as opposed to a rise in blood pressure as with all other phobias. The
lowering of blood pressure causes people to feel faint.

Situation/trigger: antenatal
appointment

Thoughts
What if I need a blood
test? I will faint
Images of blood and
needles

Behaviour

Feelings

Seek reassurance
Sat down
Slower breathing

palpitations
heart racing
light headed

Anxiety

Treatment
The treatment for phobias is the same as for panic
attacks - exposure and habituation. See the guide
below:
https://talkchanges.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/Exposure-Habituation.pdf
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Extra care needs to be
taken with blood and
injection phobias. Sitting
down with legs raised to
minimise fainting.
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MAINTAINING YOUR IDENTITY
The lived experience of being pregnant is unique to each individual. However, there are
some issues that are common and useful to consider. This includes how pregnancy
impacts our identity. People often have a 'before and after' view of themselves marked by
when they became pregnant or regarding previous pregnancies. For people who have
had difficult pregnancies in the past this can impact on your perception of yourself
during the current pregnancy. You are still the same person so maintaining your identity
is extremely important. This is particularly true of women who require higher levels of
care due to risk factors during pregnancy. You can feel out of control when procedures
and decisions are being made by medical professionals.

Maintaining identity
Before

Now

me
life story work
Everyone's story is unique. Your life experiences,
relationships and circumstances will be different. Our
stories are expressions of our identity. By telling your
story in your way you are maintaining control over how
other people view you. It also helps to make sense of a
pregnancy in the context of your whole life history,
helping to gain perspective and focus. Life story work
helps us to see that there is more to our identity than the
current pregnancy or the hisory of difficult child birth. Of
course these are important events that contribute to our
identity, but looking at the bigger picture is helpful.
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Life story methods
There are different methods to tell your story. Be creative and see what method
suits you. Writing your story down or keeping a journal can help maintain your
identity during and after pregnancy. Our focus of attention is naturally on the
pregnancy and our hopes beyond. Record this as your experiences can change
once the pregnancy is over.

Scrapbook

Photo collage

Video recording

Written account

Involve others in your story

Mind map
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Can be done indivually
or with family
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LIVING BY OUR VALUES
Living by our values is an essential part of maintaining identity across adverse life
experiences. Below is the values compass showing different domains of our life. We will
have values for each. Sometimes one or two areas overshadow the rest and we can lose
touch with our values. This is particularly common during pregnancy. Health becomes a
dominant domain that receives most focus. We also are likely to be pre-occupied with
values related to parenting. Taking stock can help to rebalance activities in line with our
values.

Values
This can
dominate

Image

Family

Health

Employment

Friendships

Parenting

Aspirations

Intimate
relationships

Education
Spirituality

What do you
value as a
parent?

Hobbies & interests

This list is not exhaustive

Make activities values-based
Reflect on each domain
Use these values to set daily goals
Develop values-based meditations
Share values compass exercise with family
Are you living to your values? If not, try
and focus on 3 things that really matter
to you today.
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SELF COMPASSION
Being kind to ourselves is often harder than being kind to others. When we are anxious or
low in mood our thinking becomes very threat-focused and negative. We tend to be more
self-critical and hard on ourselves. When we engage in negative self-talk our brain
becomes more highly aroused and we are likely to experience an adrenaline rush leading
to symptoms of anxiety. Sometimes we don't realise we are doing it.
The opposite of being self-critical is self-compassion. This is when we respond with
kindness to ourselves when we are struggling or suffering. Rather than telling ourselves
off for being anxious or low, we notice that we are feeling bad and try to self-soothe. We
need to treat ourselves like we would a close friend who is struggling with anxiety. When
we reduce the self-critical chatter our brains are not so highly aroused so we feel
physically calmer. Self-compassion is good for you and the baby.

When we reduce the self-critical
talk there is more room in our
mind to focus on things that make
us calm, happy and presentfocused. Mindfulness helps to keep
our thinking balanced and less
threat-focused.

Ways to increase self-compassion
Make yourself a fresh coffee instead of an instant
Sit down to eat your meal rather than picking on the go
Wear your best underwear rather than the plain ones
Treat yourself to something even if you don't think you 'deserve' it
If you are tired but a friend has asked you to go out say 'no'
Have a bath with candles lit
Use special toiletries and skincare products
Keep a daily journal of things you are proud of
Have a massage paying attention to your bump
Take some time every day to do at least two things you enjoy
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You are the expert
Doctors, midwives and other healthcare
professionals have skills and knowledge to manage
your pregnancy, but your lived experience of the
pregnancy makes YOU the expert. The relationship
you have with healthcare professionals should be as
equals but we can feel intimidated. This is
heightened when we do not feel listened to or heard.
Preparing for consultations will help to get the most
out of the appointment and maintain control. Make
sure you tell them what you need them to know.

Prepare for consultations

Prepare questions or comments
between consultations so you don't
forget. Take notes of key points to
remember during the appointment

Try and keep calm by using grounding
techniques like slow breathing or
increased focus on all your senses

Take someone with you for
support and an extra pair of ears

Communicate clearly and be assertive.
Ask them to repeat anything you don't
understand
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take home messages
This guide presents an overview of anxiety and
some techniques to help reduce it. Read
through the guide a few times and make notes.
Share what you have learned with others. There
are some links to apps and other resources at
the end of the guide for further research.
Remember that most of the time anxiety goes
all by itself if the 'threat' is not actually as high
as first perceived. Worry during pregnancy is
normal. When is becomes excessive bring your
attention back to the PRESENT MOMENT
using grounding techniques and mindfulness.

"I can
cope"
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repeat
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Seek help if you need to. See
next page for more details
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If you need more help
Discuss any concerns with your midwife or GP. Most anxiety can be managed with selfhelp measures as described, but having the support from your healthcare professional
can be reassuring.

Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
IAPT stands for 'Improving Access to Psychological Therapies' and is a Government
funded initiative that offers free talking therapies provided by the NHS. If you feel
low in mood, stressed or anxious you can refer to one of these services or ask your
GP or other healthcare professional to refer you. They are provided in every town
and city in England.

IAPT offers talking therapies that
have a good evidence-base and are
recommended in the NICE guidelines.
This includes counselling and CBT.
See the video below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1gX8EkF0enE&t=4s

You can find your local IAPT service on the NHS site by entering your postcode:
https://www.nhs.uk/service-search/find-a-psychological-therapies-service/

If self-help is not enough...
If your anxiety becomes unmanageable and you experience persistent
distress then seek more immediate help. Call 111 or 999 if you have any
urgent concerns. Doctors and other medical professionals will always want
to check that you and the baby are ok. So do not hesitate or worry what they
may think. Take action.
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Further reading & resources

This guide provides an introduction to
anxiety and how you can understand it from
a CBT perspective. It is an overview to help
you make sense of anxiety during pregnancy.
There are many more detailed self-help
guides and resources listed below.

Anxiety and panic attacks in pregnancy https://www.tommys.org/pregnancyinformation/im-pregnant/mental-wellbeing/anxiety-and-panic-attacks-pregnancy
Mental health in pregnancy (NHS) https://www.nhs.uk/pregnancy/keepingwell/mental-health/
CBT guide to coping with anxiety during pregnancy. This is an excellent and
substantial resource.
http://www.bcmhsus.ca/Documents/coping-with-anxiety-during-pregnancy-andfollowing-the-birth.pdf
On-line CBT self-help resources from Living Life to the Full (LLTTF). This is a series
called Enjoy Your Bump: https://llttf.com/home/enjoy-series/enjoy-your-bump-2/
Overcoming Anxiety: A self-help guide using cognitive behavioural techniques by
Helen Kennerley. Second edition was published in 2014.
See more in this series on the Overcoming website: https://overcoming.co.uk/7/Home
NHS self-help therapies information:
https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/talking-therapies-medicine-treatments/talkingtherapies-and-counselling/self-help-therapies/
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Situation/trigger:

Thoughts

Behaviour
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Feelings
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Situation

Anxiety
%

Type 1 worries – worries about current problems
Type 2 worries – hypothetical worries (what ifs…?)

Date/
time

Worry Diary

Content of worry/thought/image

Type 1 or
2 worry?
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See this guide for a full script: https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/progressive-muscle-relaxationscript.pdf
Listen to a video version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86HUcX8ZtAk&t=184s
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Mindful colouring activity

More free mindful colouring images can be
downloaded here: https://www.art-isfun.com/free-adult-coloring-pages/
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Source: www.thewordsearch.com

Get through the maze

Source:
https://vip37.hachette.co.uk/how-toposts/2016/09/15/circular-routemindfulness-puzzles/
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